Chemical force microscopy of microcontact-printed self-assembled monolayers by pulsed-force-mode atomic force microscopy
A novel chemically sensitive imaging mode based on adhesive force detection by previously developed pulsed-force-mode atomic force microscopy (PFM-AFM) is presented. PFM-AFM enables simultaneous imaging of surface topography and adhesive force between tip and sample surfaces. Since the adhesive forces are directly related to interaction between chemical functional groups on tip and sample surfaces, we combined the adhesive force mapping by PFM-AFM with chemically modified tips to accomplish imaging of a sample surface with chemical sensitivity. The adhesive force mapping by PFM-AFM both in air and pure water with CH3- and COOH-modified tips clearly discriminated the chemical functional groups on the patterned self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) consisting of COOH- and CH3-terminated regions prepared by microcontact printing (microCP). These results indicate that the adhesive force mapping by PFM-AFM can be used to image distribution of different chemical functional groups on a sample surface. The discrimination mechanism based upon adhesive forces measured by PFM-AFM was compared with that based upon friction forces measured by friction force microscopy. The former is related to observed difference in interactions between tip and sample surfaces when the different interfaces are detached, while the latter depends on difference in periodic corrugated interfacial potentials due to Pauli repulsive forces between the outermost functional groups facing each other and also difference in shear moduli of elasticities between different SAMs.